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Bartholome Rondet/Winonan
entered the gymnasium on up comedian as he cracked
Friday, April 19, for the a few jokes to break the ice.
ceremony, his jovial energy and
Olson began his address
vibrant presence were on display by heaping praise upon the
as he mimicked a sprinter faculty, staff and students
on the starting blocks while
preparing to be called onstage.
He snatched the microphone
from the stand and began
See OLSON, pg. 2
prowling the stage like a stand-

President Scott Olson prepares to be sworn in as the 15th president of Winona State University.
Daniel Cockriel

Winonan
Collaboration and continued
student success are key
elements to achieving the
"Hopes and Dreams" of Winona
State University, President
Scott Olson said Friday during
his inauguration ceremony.

As a mesmerizing melody—
provided by the Winona State
Orchestra—floated
across
McCown Gymnasium, it was
nearly impossible to ignore
the almost tangible sense of
transition and excitement in
the air for the inauguration
of
Winona
State's
15th
president,
Scott
Olson.

"I want to know your hopes
and dreams. We must all work
together to ensure this university,
and this community, continue to
flourish," Olson said. "Without
hopes and dreams; our lives
go nowhere, and together, we
achieve nothing. We can't
afford not to hope and dream."
From the moment Olson
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— continued from pg. 1

of Winona State, having each
individual group stand and be
recognized by the crowd.
Prior to joining Winona
State, Olson—who was raised
in suburban Minneapolis—
served as vice president
for Academic and Student
Affairs, Provost and professor
of communication studies at
Minnesota State University
Mankato.
During
his
tenure
at
Mankato State, the university
experienced significant growth
in areas such as enrollment,
innovation,
diversity
and
international programs.
Following the testimonials

provided prior to his inaugural
address, it became even more
apparent how highly Olson
values the student experience
at Winona State.
"I
know
Scott
Olson
personally, and I know how
much he listens to and cares for
students," Larry Pogemiller,
Commissioner of the Minnesota
Office of Higher Education,
said. "I'm supremely confident
President Olson and his staff
will guide an already great
institution to an even brighter
future."
Another primary focus of
Olson's inaugural platform,
apart from improving Winona

State, was the continuing
increase
in
student
and
university involvement in the
community.
"I look forward to creating a
lasting partnership between this
community and this university,
to help make both even greater
in the future," Winona Mayor
Mark Peterson said. "His
enthusiasm and boundless
energy will carry this university
forward, and with it, this city."
Mirroring the style of
administration he has displayed
at Winona State thus far, Olson
also directly participated with
members of the audience,
walking off the stage and into

the crowd without the slightest
hesitation or second thought.
One of the most poignant
moments of Olson's address
came when he revisited a
list of hopes and dreams
written during the presidency
of Darrell Krueger in 1995,
which listed goals such as
building a university library,
and becoming an increasingly
technological institution goals Winona State has since
proudly achieved.
Monetary dreams were also
shared.
Olson expressed his intention
to "remove affordability as a
barrier" and improve the ability

of less fortunate students to
arrive at Winona State.
"It is my hope that each
student will come to Winona
as pilgrims, and leave as
warriors," Olson said.
Acknowledging the current
period of transition for Winona
State, Olson provided a simple,
yet striking metaphor to be
remembered as the university
moves forward: "Knowledge is
like a river; powerful, timeless,
yet new."

Contact Daniel at

DCockriel 10@winona.edu

Environmental Club holds Bike Week
Rebecca Mueller
Winonan
Members of the Winona State
University Environmental Club
braved the cold, wind, rain and
snow to celebrate the sixth
annual Bike Week.
Environmental Club members
did small repairs on students'
bicycles and promoted biking
as an alternative form of travel.
The main attraction of the
event was the Bike Week table
in front of the gazebo, which
was open from 12 to 3 p.m.
each day of the event, from
April 15 to April 19. Volunteers
made small repairs on students'
bikes such as pumping tires and
greasing chains. Students could
also enter a drawing to win
bike helmets, bike lights and
a Trek bicycle sponsored by
Adventure Cycle and Ski.
The Bike Week table moved

inside to the Lower Hyphen
in Kryzsko Commons on
Wednesday when the rainy
weather began. Volunteers sent
students to the Bike Station in
the basement of Lucas Hall to
get their bikes repaired.
"We kind of fight with the
weather," Gretchen Michlitsch,
an English professor and the
Environmental Club's faculty
advisor, said. She added that
they also struggled with cold
weather during the first Bike
Week.
Another feature of Bike
Week is the Bike Phantom, who
placed tags on students' bikes
parked on Main Campus every
morning during the event.
This year's Bike Phantom
was played by Environmental
Club member Mary Schulberg.
Students who find a paper tag
on their bike's handlebars can
bring the tag back to the Bike

Week table to claim a bike light
as a prize.
Bike Week is run by 30
student volunteers in the
Environmental Club. This
year, the volunteers fixed 24
students' bikes.
Michlitsch recalls there used
to be only a few bike racks
on campus for students to
park their bikes. This number
has dramatically increased.
She likes to think Bike Week
contributed to that difference.
Bike
Week
has
also
encouraged students to use
their bikes to get around town
instead of driving.
"It gets me to campus faster,"
Amanda Tussing, the vice
president of the Environmental
Club, said. She rides her bicycle
to campus rather than driving
her car the short distance, and
said bikes are helpful for those
students who don't have a car.

The annual event began with
Michlitsch and four former
students who were part of a
sustainability committee. Their
goal was to encourage energy
independence using equipment
that everyone had access to.
The bike rental program did not
exist at the time, but the group
figured that most students
owned a bike or knew someone
who did.
"It's an easy project to
get support for," Michlitsch
said. The group received a
$500 special projects grant
which they used to purchase
equipment for making small
repairs on bikes. They have also
recieved support from Student
Senate, Adventure Cycle and
Ski and Kolter Bicycle and
Fitness.
Many other organizations
also hold traditional alternativetravel events in May. The

Environmental Club chose to
hold their event in the middle
of April for a few reasons.
Michlitsch said the group
tries to pick a week that will be
warm before students are too
overwhelmed by final projects.
The end of the semester is
usually a stressful time for
students, and a large portion
of the student body will move
back home following finals
week in May.
After Bike Week, students
can still get their bikes repaired
at the Bike Station. They can
also rent bikes by visiting the
Student Resource Center desk
in Kryzsko Commons.

Contact Rebecca at

RMueller08@winona.edu
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WSU celebrates undergraduate research
Delong,
Winona
State
professor and event committee
member, said. "It provides an
Students showcased their opportunity for all members
hard work and research through of the WSU community to see
posters, talks and presentations hands-on application of what
in honor of this year's seventh is learned in the classroom
annual
Judith
Ramaley and the quality work of our
Celebration
of
Research students."
Topics ranged from the
and
Creative
Scholarship
impact of social media on
Symposium.
The event was held from 2 students, to racial profiling, to
to 6 p.m. April 17 in Kryzsko biodegradable composites and
Commons, in accordance organic compound emissions.
One
student,
Daniel
with National Undergraduate
Badalamente, a junior and
Research Week.
Named in memory of double major in political science
Winona State University's 14th and public administration,
president, the event is meant decided to do his project on
to encourage, promote and Twitter's impact on student
celebrate student undergraduate knowledge of events in the
Middle East.
research and creativity.
"While
social
media's
"The work is the culmination
of [student] efforts and their connection to the Middle East
faculty
mentor,"
Michael has been looked at in terms of
Leah Perri

Winonan

organizing the movements, it
hadn 't been looked at in terms of
external effects," Badalamente
said. "I thought this would be
a good opportunity to examine
those effects."
Badalamente,
who
has
been researching this topic all
semester for a political science
research seminar class, found
that student Twitter users were
significantly more likely to be
aware of events happening in
the Middle East.
Although
an
extremely
time-consuming
project,
Badalamente described the
research process as both
"interesting" and "extremely
rewarding."
"This experience showed
me just how much research
students do at Winona State
University," Badalamente said.
"I was very impressed by the
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number of projects completed
by students."
Another student, Laura Lake,
a senior at Winona State, also
presented her research on
student civic engagement.
"I have been researching this
topic for the past two years—
and this project specifically I
have been working on for this
entire semester," Lake said. "I
wanted to measure our campus
and see how civically engaged
our WSU students are."
According to Lake's research,
civic engagement corresponds
directly with a student's class
year, seniors being more
engaged than freshmen. Lake
believes one solution to this
problem would be to stress
community involvement early
on in freshman orientation
classes.
Lake said she has gained a lot

from participating in this event.
"First and foremost I got to
learn," she said. "I also enjoyed
sharing my findings with a
variety of students, faculty
members and administration
members! Being able to share
what I had discovered with sc
many people was rewarding."
Students
interested
in
participating in the symposium
next year should contact an
advisor or professor in theii
particular field of study.

Contact Leah at
LPerrill @winona. edu
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Laura Lake prepares to present her research topic for the public in East Hall.

Leah Perri/Winonan
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Students fight for medical amnesty
Abby Peschges
Winonan
Students have been pushing
for Minnesota legislation to give
immunity to minors who are
seeking assistance for another
while under the influence.
Winona State University
students already have medical
amnesty from the university,
but are still able to be ticketed
by police.
Going into effect in April of
last year, the campus policy
was meant to promote students
to take responsibility and get
others the help they need.
Currently the bill has passed
three legislative committees
and is waiting to be passed by
the full House and Senate this
spring.
University of Minnesota
student Matt Forstie was one
of the students who have been

working with the legislators on
the bill. "This effort is important
to me because it makes a
statement about putting the
safety of young people first,"
Forstie said.
Originally, the Minnesota
Sheriff's
Association
was
against the bill with the fear
that it might promote underage
drinking.
The Association has since
supported the bill since the
language was amended to state
that the minor must be either
receiving the medical assistance
or the one who made the 911
call and stayed until emergency
personnel arrived.
Forstie said, "We know that
young people often hesitate or
fail to call 911 when it's needed,
and this is a tested and proven
solution to that problem."
Currently, ten states and
hundreds of colleges and

universities
have
medical
amnesty. Rochester's mayor,
Ardell Brede, Minneapolis
city council president, Barbara
Johnson, and Saint Paul city
council president, Kathy Lantry,
are in support of the bill.
Cornell University was one
of the first colleges to have
medical amnesty and has found
that the number of alcoholrelated emergency calls has
increased twice as much, the
rate of drinking underage has
stayed constant.

called because my
end needs more help
4-hanIdo Hgh+ now

Contact Abby at
APeschges09@winona.edu
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April Herndon to publish "Fat Kids"
Oksana Carlier
Winonan
A Winona State Univeristy
professor is in the publishing
process of her book titled "Fat
Kids" that addresses the current
obesity epidemic and public
perceptions on the topic.
April Herndon, author and
English professor, said, "The
book is about the ways the war
on obesity now targets women
and children as intervention,
that they are the ones that are
supposed to change things."
The book is under contract at
the University of Kansas Press
and has an expected release of
this fall or spring 2014.
Regarding the book, Herndon
said that women are blamed for
making their kids unhealthy

4*News
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meals and kids are blamed for
not exercising enough. The
pressure for women to raise
skinny kids, for kids to lose
weight or get bariatric surgery
is mounting.
"I used to weigh like 300
pounds and even when I was
that large, I was really healthy,"
Herndon said. She said there
was a lot of discrimination
against her because of her
weight.
Herndon said one time she
went into a clothing shop and
the employee asked, "Whom
are you shopping for? Because
we don't hav^ anything that
will fit you."
She said the discrimination
was like death by a thousand
cuts, something no student or
person should experience.

"I don't want anyone to have
to put up with that. It isn't fun,"
she said.
"Some of the book deals
with language, some with
medical side, another chapter
with how children deal with
it," Herndon said. For her
doctrate she studied sociology,
food and nutrition, English and
philosophy which allows her to
look at the issue from different
angles.
Before coming to Winona,
Herndon was the director of
programming for children in
a nonprofit organization. She
said she has gotten the chance
to work with kids in the past
and has always been interested
in obesity.
"Here is a chance where
there is something someone

can do for the kids, " Herndon
said. She hopes the book will
raise awareness about the
issues surrounding children
and obesity.
"One of the hopes I've always
had is to write a book that is
really accessible, especially
to undergrads," Herndon said,
adding that obesity is not just
in one place; it is a global issue.
When it comes to the
connections between English
and obesity, Herndon said, "It
is connected in the language we
use to talk about the children.
English is helpful because it
looks at the language we use
to talk about obesity as an
epidemic."
Herndon said that using
the word epidemic makes
obesity seem scary, like it is

"contagious or something you
accidentally get."
According Ethan Krase,
Herndon's dean, she is "not
only a top notch scholar and
researcher but also teacher."
Krase said Herndon has been
an excellent department citizen,
her most recent leadership
position being head of the
writing center on campus.
Herndon has a doctrate
in American studies from
Michigan State and writes
blogs for Psychology Today.

Contact Oksana at
OCarlierll@winona.edu

Relay for Life prepares annual event
Molly O'Keefe

Winonan
The Winona State University
Colleges Against Cancer club
is rallying students in the fight
against cancer in this week's
Relay for Life.
The event will take place at
6:00 p.m. on Friday, April 26 in
McCown Gymnasium.
Relay for Life is the largest
event that the club holds to raise
money for cancer research.
Students create teams and raise
money. A big event follows.
Relay for Life is an overnight
event for teams to gather and
take turns walking or running
laps to raise money for the
American Cancer Society. Each
team tries to have one member
on the track throughout the
evening.
"This is the 10th Anniversary
of Relay for Life at Winona

State and the 100th Anniversary Colleges Against Cancer, said
of the American Cancer Society, the event is broken up into three
so it is a pretty big deal," Liz parts: Celebrate, Remember
Brunner, president of Colleges and Fight Back.
Against Cancer, said.
Relay for Life starts during
the fall with the formation of
teams. The teams spend the
months leading up to the relay
fundraising.
There will be a silent auction
of items donated by the teams
before the relay starts. Each
team will also set up different
vendors stations to sell various
goods.
Whitney Hopfauf, a member
of the Winona State "Pace
Makers" Relay for Life team,
said her team will be selling
chocolate-covered strawberries.
Beyond the fundraising that
goes on at the event there will
also be a few speakers and
some ceremonies to honor those
people affected by cancer.
Zach Nelson, co-president of Alicia Alverson/ Winonan
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Celebrate is the opening
ceremony in honor of cancer
survivors. The Remembrance
ceremony is a luminary
ceremony where participants
light candles in bags along the
track. Each bag is dedicated to
someone who has had cancer
and a slide show of cancer
survivor pictures is shown.
"Fight Back is kind of the fun
part. We have games and theme
laps, this year we are having a
Thrift Shop lap," Nelson said.
"We stay up all night to
represent the fight that people
affected by cancer never stop.
It is definitely something you
have to see to fully understand,"
Brunner said. "The Fight Back
part of the relay motivates
people and reminds thefli why
we are here: to end cancer."
Nelson said Relay for Life
is the biggest fundraiser on
campus. Last year the club
raised around $56,000 with 500

people who signed up.
So far the 43 teams and
515 participants have raised
$39,042.64 and they expect
to raise even more in the days
leading up to the event and a1
the day of the event.
Relay for Life welcomes
everyone and is free. Staying up
all night is optional.
"Even if you just come foi
an hour I guarantee it will make
you think about cancer and all
of the people that are affectec
by it," Brunner said. "Everyone
knows someone who has beer
impacted by cancer and we dc
this because we have a passior
to end it."

Contact Molly at
MOKeefe09@winona.edu

Simmons leads educational workshop
Brent Quam

Winonan
A
noted
educator
acknowledged what seems to be
nationwide issues in educating
black males in urban areas, but
pointing out these problems are
still regularly overstated and not
the result of any inherent issue
with the boys themselves.
Robert W. Simmons III,
Assistant Professor of Urban
Education
and
African/
African-American Studies at
Loyola University, Maryland,
led Winona State University
students and staff in an
education workshop to note
these issues.
The workshop, held April 16,
in Kryzsko Commons, focused
on Simmons's findings and
experience with the specific
challenges of educating young
African American males.
"There are more black men
between the ages of 18 and
24 in college than in prison,"
Simmons said. "When you say

there are more black men in doors would be locked five
prison than in college, those are minutes after school began
every morning and police would
different statements."
Simmons is a prolific editor, park near the entrances, waiting
author and contributor to to catch these kids."
numerous pedagogical journals
Simmons said another main
and books, including Learning reason urban black males
to Talk About Race: Alleviating struggle in school is because
the Fear. Simmons has also been they endure too many stressful
nominated twice as the Walt life events and do not often
Disney National Teacher of the enough have access to services
Year and once for the Whitney that will help them cope with
and
Elizabeth
Macmillan these added difficulties, such as
Foundation
Outstanding gang violence and troubles at
Educator Award.
home.
Simmons began his career in
One in three urban youth of
education as a middle school any race display symptoms of
science teacher in his hometown post-traumatic stress.
of Detroit, Michigan.
"They can suffer from
Simmons said the problem depression, attention problems,
rests mainly on the educational intrusive
thoughts
about
system in the United States traumatic events and even
itself, citing his own experience flashbacks, all while trying to
teaching in Baltimore as one get through class," Simmons
example.
said.
"In Baltimore, if you're a
Before offering workshop
student and you're late to class participants his own findings
by more than five minutes, on how best to overcome these
you're considered truant," obstacles, Simmons asked those
Simmons said. "The school present what their experience

"When a student would say tc
was, if any, with black males in
me after I assigned a paper, '1
education.
"Recognizing
and don't have a computer,' I'd sel
acknowledging black male aside time for a group to go to
students' authenticity is very the public library," Simmons
important," Carrie Brouse, said. "'But I don't have a
Winona State's Dean for the library card,' the kid would
Bush Project Administration, say. And I would hand him the
application."
said.
Alexander Hines, Winona
"The teachers who worked
best with black males had State cultural and diversity
relationships outside the class director, thanked Simmons for
with their students," Winona his visit.
State student Ben Strand said.
"This comes from us down
Acknowledging
this in the trenches, doing this
comment,
Simmons
said, stuff," Hines told Simmons as
"Right now, we want teachers the workshop drew to a close,
who care. Teachers tell me "no one is more committed to
all the time, 'They're so African-American education.
disrespectful.' Then the teacher I'd like to thank you."
You can follow Simmons on
responds in kind. That doesn't
work." Simmons defined what Twitter or contact him via email
at rwsimmons@loyola.edu.
he meant exactly by 'care.'
Simmons said teachers must
be demanding but facilitative,
supportive and accessible, both
personally and professionally,
and above all else, be both
patient and persistent in their Contact Brent at
BQuam09@winona.edu
efforts.
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Arbor Day celebrates trees and campus
Julia Sand
Winonan
Arbor Day, April 26, is about
celebrating trees; on Winona
State Campus though, which
has every native tree species
to Minnesota, Arbor Day
celebrates more than just the
environment.
Trees are important for
the environment by cleaning
the air, retaining water and
acting as shade on buildings to
reduce energy costs; trees also
provide aesthetic beauty. But
on a campus like Winona State,
where out of town-ers come
only to have a tree tour, these
trees mean much more.
"It is to highlight campus
as a living laboratory and
classroom," Jim Reynolds,
former Winona State professor
and member of All University
Arboretum
and
Land

Stewardship committee on
campus, said.
Tom
Grier,
professor,
member of the Arboretum
committee, and co-author of
Campus of Trees: Winona State
University, also said Arbor Day
is to recognize the University's
understanding of the importance
not only of student learning, but
also of learning in harmony
with the environment.
Reynolds said the trees around
campus have information in
front of them that say the tree's
popular name, scientific name
and a QR code for scanning.
The QR code brings up more
detailed information and a
picture of the tree in full bloom.
The long-term hope is that
students will use campus' trees,
as well as native plants, grasses
as
and eventually flowers,
learning utilities.
Rather than just a place to

get from point A to point B,
Reynolds said campus should
be a "destination point where
people can learn."
To recognize these great
aspects of the trees, Winona
State is holding the first annual
Arbor Day on Friday, April 26,
which is National Arbor Day.
Arbor Day will start in front
of Darrell W. Krueger Library
with some opening comments
at 9 a.m. A ceremonial tree
planting will follow.
Specifically, the tree planting
will be the replacement of three
Magnolia trees: one that got
hit by a snow plow, two that
succumbed to old age.
"That's what Winona does. If
a tree dies, we replace it," Grier
said.
Tree tours given on Arbor
Day will wind around campus,
ending in front of the Integrated
Wellness Complex where senior

Kaitlyn
O'Connor
will be talking about
the future garden she
designed.
Rain or shine - or
snow - Arbor Day will
take place.
"The trees have to
be out there, so we
might as well be too,"
Reynolds said. ,
Winona State also has
a "WSU Arboretum"
function on WSU
Mobile app. Students
are able to pinpoint
where tree species are
on campus as well as
read information.
Arbor Day events
are free and open to the
public.
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Alicia Alverson/ Winonan
Contact Julia at
JSandl 0@winona.edu

Tobacco policy criticized by students
Ally Lenz, Elise Nelson
Guest Reporters
According to Winona State
University's
Tobacco-Free
Environment Policy, tobacco
is not allowed anywhere on
university property. A recent
survey conducted at Winona
State shows more than 90
percent of students have seen
someone smoking on campus.
Other results from the survey
indicated more than 60 percent
of students believe Winona State
does not enforce the tobaccofree policy well. Another 13
percent were undecided as to
whether it is enforced well or
not.
Participants in the survey
showed their concern for
enforcement of the ban; students
were quoted as saying they
have, "never seen it happen," or
security "should be more strict"
in its punishment of students
and faculty who do not follow
the ban.
Director of Winona State
security Donald Walski said
the enforcement of the tobacco-

6* News

free policy is a low priority. He
said it is an important issue,
but security is busy with other
problems on campus.
"Many times we have more
important things to do than deal
with smoking issues," Walski
said.
Karen
Johnson, Winona
State's dean of students, said she
wishes the tobacco-free policy
were a higher priority, though
she
understands
security's
staffing and commitment issues.
"It is important because it's
not only a facilities issue, but it's
also health and safety," Johnson
said. "Second-hand smoke is
truly a problem. It's dangerous,
and that's a health issue."
With problematic smoking
areas, Johnson said they try to
send out more security. She said
enforcement of the tobacco-free
policy isn't their primary role.
Walski said during the day his
staff is minimal, but if they do
see someone breaking Winona
States' policies, they will write
up students or faculty.
Walski said it is hard for
people to conform to a new

ordinance when there is no
penalty.
"It's a hard law to enforce,"
Walski said. "The only thing on
campus that shows no smoking
are the blue signs."
Survey participants suggested
having more signs to cut
down the number of smoking
violations.
Johnson said Winona State's
former
President
Judith
Ramaley did not want "no
smoking" signs displayed on
campus. According to Johnson,
Ramaley thought the signs
would be "unsightly."
Johnson said students have the
most impact on the success of
the tobacco-free policy, though
she understands students may
not be comfortable approaching
a smoker on campus.
"It's especially hard for
students to walk up to their
peers and say, 'Are you aware
of the Tobacco-Free Policy?"'
Johnson said.
Johnson emphasizes it is
better to respectfully remind
people where they can smoke.
Stephanie Russell, a Winona

State English major, said she
isn't surprised by the number of
times people have seen others
smoking on campus.
"Winona State tries so hard to
maintain this image of a healthy
campus," Russell said, "but
when it comes to a subject like
this, they're so lax about it. That
doesn't make any sense."
Russell said while Winona
State does enforce the ban, they
do not enforce it well.
Russell said, "Do they enforce
it at all? Yes. Do they enforce it
well? No."
She thinks security is not
confrontational if there is
a problem, and suggested
security make a more definite
plan, laying out exactly where
smokers can and cannot smoke.
"If you really defined the
boundaries of campus, I think
those numbers would really go
down a lot," Russell said.
Survey participants also made
suggestions
ranging
from
"enforcing it more," and "setting
more serious consequences if
caught," to specifying "specific
smoking areas."

According to Johnson, there
was initially a "25-foot-rule" for
the campus, indicating smokers
had to be 25 feet away from
any campus building. She said
it was an issue because security
couldn't measure the exact
distance. Johnson said smokers
now have the option to smoke
on the sidewalks surrounding
campus, as the streets are public
property.
Johnson said security cannot
fine students, but they could
charge a fee. She said if the
smoking issue escalated, they
would consider using different
tactics. According to Johnson,
security has never charged a
fee to a smoker for being on
campus.
"We haven't ever done that,
because like all of Winona
State, we want to make it
educational," Johnson said.

Contact Ally at

ALenz08@winona.edu
Contact Elise at

ENelson07@winona.edu
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Spruce Up Winona
Time: 1-5 p.m.
Place: Lower Hyphen
Contact: Vicki Englich
VEnglich@winona.edu

Wellness Wednesday: Student
Perspectives on Drinking
Time: 3 - 4 p.m.
Place: IWC 138
Contact: Health Promotion
HealthPromotion@winona.edu

Red Cross Blood Driv«
Time: 11;30 a m * "Ve
|P'ace: East Hall,
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Take Back the Night
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: SAC, Kryzsko
Contact: Ashley Bauer
ARBauer07@winona.edu

Pride Week: Night of Noise
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Baldwin Lounge
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Winona Oratorio Chorus
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: PAC Main Stag©
Contact: Marybeth LenhaliMl
MLenhardt@winona.edu
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Healthy Monday
Place: IWC 138
Contact: Health Promotion
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This is the final Winonan of the 20122013 school year. Thanks for reading, and
we'll catch you in the fall! And of course,

congratulations to the
class of 2013!
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OPINION/EDITORIA
From the Editor-in-Chief: it's been real Winonan Staff
Wednesday, April 24, 2013

Matt Shalbrack
Winonan
Wow, what a year. I can't
believe that the semester is
almost over and this is the last
issue of the Winonan for the
year.
The last three months have
been pretty crazy for me. As
many know, I am living in
Knox vi lie, Tenn., working
for the Tennessee Smokies
baseball team.
The Smokies are
the
Double-A affiliate of the
Chicago Cubs. Most also know
that I am a diehard Cubs fan,
so it's basically a match made
in heaven, right?
So now you're thinking, "If
he's in Tennessee, how is the
paper still running smoothly
issue after issue?"
Well, the answer is simple.
I've got a great group of
editors, writers, a business
manager and photographers
who know what they're doing
and helped pick up the slack.

I'm really proud to see where
the paper has come in the last
year. The change from last
year to this year in terms of the
quality of the newspaper we
produce from week to week is
really something special. This
paper is on its way to being
great again, all because of the
supporting cast I mentioned
before.
I'd like to thank each and
every single editor, business
manager, photographer, and
writer for a great year. You
should be very proud of
yourselves for the hard work,
effort and time.
Working at the Winonan
teaches you valuable skills that
will help you pursue whatever
career you're interested in,
even if it's not journalism. 1
know firsthand that it really
does help you get jobs and I've
also heard from other people
that it helped them get their
start too.
Two of the biggest thanks
I owe are Marcie Ratliff and

Kristin Vesel. Without the
two of them and their great
work ethics, I wouldn't have
been able to take this job in
Tennessee. Marcie will be
taking over my job next year,
and she's a natural at it. She's
been fantastic as the stand-in
editor in chief while assuming
her news editor role as well.
Kristin is our business
manager and she's been
wonderful doing everything
she does. She takes care of
making sure the Winonan
is financially sound and she
is always on point. I really
appreciate all the work that
you've done.
Finally, I'd like to thank
the Winonan's advisors, Joe
Reed, Tracy Rahim and Tom
Grier. Without their help and
support, the Winonan wouldn't
have turned into the better
publication it is now.
They helped me a lot
throughout the year and always
had an open door if I had a
question or just wanted to pop

in and say hi. The Winonan
is very lucky to have such
great advisors as these three.
I'm lucky to have had the
opportunity to work with them
throughout the years I've been
a part of the paper.
Thanks to the readers as well
for their continued support.
Our new website has been
viewed almost 18,000 times in
it's first year. That's amazing!
I can't wait to hear about how
many views we get next year!
Overall, I'm very proud of
what this paper and this staff
have accomplished. We're
going to keep building off of
what we've done this year and
continue to make this paper
great. The staff next year will
be fantastic. I'm so thankful to
be a part of the Winonan.
Who knows, maybe I'll be
back next year in some way.
Thank you again!

Matt Shalbrack
nn-

Sarah Christiaansen
Features Editor
Alyssa Griffith

Kelly Jo Kusilek

Abby Peschges

Contact Matt at

MShalbrack07@winona.edu

Remind me, why do we live in MN?
Oksana Carlier
Winonan
It's always this time of year
that makes me wonder why
I did not choose to leave my
home state and go to college
in Hawaii. Or Florida. Or
anywhere that doesn't have this
crappy weather.
Let's be real, nobody wants it
to snow in April. Many people
are pretty much done with the
snow after Christmas or at least
by the end of January.
Who really wants to live in
a state where so much of our
conversation revolves around
weather? Who wants to live
in a state where the hash tag
#MinnesotaWeatherProblems
could be used accurately
almost every day?
Minnesotans are crazy. I am
crazy.
We complain about the
weather all the time since it

dictates so much of where we
go and what we wear. We go to
school and work despite globs
of snow that make driving
dangerous. We get angry at
the weather but keep on living
here.
Why do we stay here? Do
we have a problem? Is there a
reason for us living where we
do?
I remember, sometimes,
that there are reasons I live in
Minnesota. There may not be
too many, but there are a few.
I also tend to forget them when
the weather is crappy.
One, I live in Minnesota
because I like the change in
the weather. It keeps me on
my toes and lets me enjoy each
season for just long enough
before I get bored of it.
Two, I am never short of a
conversation starter. Talking
about the weather may be
cliche, but it is an easy way
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to start a conversation or fill a
silent room.
Three, I just love shopping
and the Mall of America caters
to that love.
Four, Minnesota schools are
great.
Five, I am challenged every
day by the awful weather. And
:

WIMH

WHHHt

MMM

I win every time.
So while I may hate the
weather and get sick of the
constant conversations and
complaining about weather, I
do like Minnesota.
Well, I like it sometimes.
Then there are all the other
cold days when I cannot help
imWI

WBHHk

.WHKM

WHHKt.

jUMMBf

but ask myself once more...
Why do I live here, again?

Contact Oksana at
OCarlierll@winona.edu
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, IT S TIME TO RETURN YOUR
RENTAL
BOOKS'
Reminder! Your Rental Books need to be returned to
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the WSU Bookstore during Finals Week
by 5pm on Friday, May 10,2013 at the latest!

' .AVOID THE PENALTIES!,
Kryzsko Commons, Lower Level
www.wsubookstore.comwww.facebook.com/wsubookstore

Another one wears the gown: farewell WSU
Erin Cochran
Winonan
As I sat down to write this
final op-ed I realized something
truly terrifying...I really am
graduating. It's over for real
this time. No more school is out
for the summer shenanigans;
it's over for good.
At the beginning of this
school year, I was so over it
and just prayed for the end of
the year to come faster. I just
wanted to close my eyes and
wake up just as I would be
walking across the stage to
collect my diploma.
Now, I'm two weeks away
from that reality setting in and I
just want to go back! Yes, I feel

like I have paid my dues and
grown as a person through my
higher educational experience,
but once I'm in the real world
and I get that first bill to pay
off my student loans, it will be
awful.
The real world doesn't seem
too scary, as I have a job lined
up for after graduation, but it
will hit me hard come end of
August, when I realize I won't
be returning to Winona to
partake in "freshman week,"
downtown
festivities,
or
Homecoming in the student
section.
I'll have to be an oldie and sit
in.the actual fans section and
pay to attend the game. There's
no worse realization than that

you won't get student discounts
anymore.
The past four years I've had
at Winona State have been
truly incredible. Yes, it's been
stressful and there was so many
times I just wanted to be done
and over with already, but now,
I wish I had a time machine to
go back to all the memorable
and not so memorable times.
From being involved in every
club under the sun, holding
leadership
positions
and
actually feeling that my voice
mattered to growing close to
friends that I will cherish for
years and years to come, this
place has been magical.
When I return to Winona,
this time as an alum, I expect

to see a couple things. First off,
there better be a Chipotle or
else I will freak!
I don't even know how
many Facebook groups and
"petitions" I've signed to get
a Chipotle in this sleepy town.
I mean really, there are three
colleges in this river town, the
business would be booming.
Next, I hope to see more
clubs on campus that are more
inclusive. I would love to see
more clubs start on up that
include those who would not
normally go and become a
member.
I mean we have a League of
Legends and online gaming
club, there's a group for
everyone and with the right

amount of PR, those who
wouldn't usually reach out will
have a resource and a group of
friends.
Finally, I want to see more
people attending the sporting
events, not just football and
leave at half time.
From the biased point of
view of a sports reporter, I want
to see fellow students get just
as excited as I am when I write
my articles and feel school
pride through the amazing
athletics we offer.

Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu

Reminiscences of a great brownie a la mode
Marcie Ratiiff
Winonan
Eating a raspberry cream
cheese brownie at Blooming
Grounds last week got me
thinking that I have eaten a
lot of good brownies in my 20
years on this planet.
(Shout out to Blooming
Grounds for the inspiration,
and the heavenly brownie).
Gooey ones, burnt ones,
peanut butter ones, cream
cheese ones, raspberry ones, a
la mode ones, the list could go
on and on.

They're just good.
I've made my fair share of
homemade and box brownies,
each with their own advantages
and disadvantages. For some
reason, homemade brownies
don't taste as good the second
day, but box brownies age
really well.
Of course, mixing all the
ingredients together myself
gives me the satisfaction of
creation in a way using a mix
can't.
But, dragging my life's good
brownies into the sun, one
stands out above the rest.

It was consumed on a sunny
day in July in Lanesboro,
Minn., somewhere around
2007.
We were a group of seven:
my paternal grandparents, my
parents, my two brothers, and
I. We were dining alfresco, as
my grandma put it, out in the
open air, with wonderfully
green trees above and about us
and the roar of the Root River
tumbling some hundred feet in
the distance.
I can't remember what I ate
for lunch. My older brother ate
an elk burger, in the days before

YOLO was part of popular
parlance.
But after the meal, my fiery
little grandma, with her Grecian
good looks that shine out of her
80-plus years, suggested we get
dessert.
And she had an idea:
brownies a la mode.
We went ballistic. I was
fourteen at the time, young
enough to appreciate the pure
simple joy of sugar without
considering the existence of
calories.
The catch was that we were
all reasonably full. Each of us
couldn't really eat a whole
brownie, and the brownie was
called "brownie for two," so
we assumed that meant at least
five hungry people or about
seven stuffed people.
Giggling, my grandma told
the waitress to bring us a
"brownie for two" a la mode
with seven spoons.
The thing was magnificent.
Looking back, I have to
think the waitress went the
extra mile for us, because
there were about five scoops of
ice cream and five dollops of
whipped cream and a brownie
for—you guessed it—five and
of course a heap of hot fudge

making its slow way down ovei
the pile.
And a maraschino cherry,
with enough red dye to make
the ice cream blush.
We reveled.
We partook.
"We'll
remember
this
brownie," my grandma said.
And I, determined sponge of
more than brownies, agreed.
I do remember that brownie.
And it's not just the brownie
anymore, delicious as it was,
gooey and chocolatey and
dripping with milkfat.
It's more about the sunny
deck, my grandma's twinkling
smile and instant charm (hence
the waitress's kindness, for joy
is contagious), time together,
winding roads, curving river,
summer day.
The brownie played a bit part
and played it well.
We haven't been back to
Lanesboro, but if I ever go,
I'll look up that restaurant and
order one with seven spoons.

Contact Marcie at
MRatliff09@winona.edu
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A colorful week of pride: GLBTA breaks the silence
Samantha Schwanke
Winonan

The GLBTA Club hosted
their first Pride Week last
week, Monday, April" 15
through Friday, April 19.
The week was filled with
activities and themes to bring
awareness to various sexual
identity and health concerns.
Alex Paulson, GLBTA's
future Outreach Coordinator,
had the rundown on the club's
plans to celebrate pride in the
GLBTA community,
"Pride Week was the
GLBTA's idea to extend the
Day of Silence and National

Pride Week, and we're hoping
it'll become 'GaypriF so
we're continuing to expand,"
said Paulson.
Every day was planned by
a different officer of the club.
They were assigned a day
and color and had to come up
with an idea and organize a
different event.
The club is hoping that this
will become an annual event.
This year the club started
with purple, which stands for
spirit and trans* awareness.
Monday's event was the
trans* panel.
The idea behind the panel
was to educate people
who are unaware of trans*
issues, anything from how
to properly address trans*
people to what Winona State
University and the Winona
community have to offer for
people of diversity.

Tuesday's color was green,
for health, in particular,
sexual health.
"Tuesday we had our sexual
awareness day with sex bingo
to heighten sex safety, health,
and awareness," Paulson
said.
Wednesday was represented
by yellow, for happiness.
The club had a game
night and ice cream bar in
the Diversity Center at 7
p.m. for ally awareness,
acknowledging
and
celebrating those who don't
identity themselves in the
GLBTA community, but who
support it.
Thursday was Unity Day,
represented by the color blue,
"We had an outreach
dinner and invited everyone
to invite other diversity clubs
for cultural and diversity
awareness," Paulson said.

S Have you backed up files you have on your laptop?
you have been having issues with your laptop, bring
it to Somsen 207 Technical Support. The sooner the
better... avoid the end-of-year rush.

S If

^ Have you signed up for your laptop exchange if you are
due for one?
S Graduating?
Goto http://www.winona.edu/it/laptopsale.aspfor
information on the Graduating Student Laptop Sale
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Friday was red, for the
National Breaking the Day
of Silence, which inspired
the whole Pride Week theme.
"This took place at 1:55
p.m. at the Gazebo, because
there was a lot of people
around for the inauguration
and we wanted to bring a lot
of attention to the issues,"
Paulson said.
"Later that night was the
Night of Noise in Baldwin
Lounge, which is ironic.
We're having an open mic
night."
The Night of Noise
involved singing and various
literary readings.
Paulson said out of all the
events, his favorite was the
Night of Noise.
"It was fun to see people up
there having fun and seeing
the various talent we have in
the club. It's the event that

we wanted the week to focus
on so we're really happy with
its success," Paulson said.
For students interested
in getting involved with
GLBTA, the best first step is
attending the meetings.
The GLBTA Club meets
Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. on
floor three of Minne, Room
334.
Students can also find
information
on
their
Facebook page:
https : / / w w w . face book.
com/groups/2244700139/
Or, they can be contacted
via email:
wsu.glbta@gmail.com.

Contact Samantha at
Sschwankel 0@winona. edit

The end of the year: where we are, and where we've been
Hannah Jones
Winonan
This semester is coming
abruptly to a halt.
Sometimes the fact of our
one-and-a-half
remaining
weeks sneaks up on me,
usually when I'm writing one
of my last papers or picking
classes for my second-tolast time ever or studying for
finals.
It seems very hard to
believe that next year I will
be graduating when only
yesterday I was a freshman.
I get thoughtful, then I get
deep and then I get terrified.
Even now, closing up
my third year of college,
contemplating
graduation
scares me.
Post-college
represents
a big void in my world
knowledge that looms in the
not-so-distant future.
I have no concept of what

I was socially awkwardit will be like to, for the first
time, not be a student.
even more than now, I
I can assume I will have my mean—and I let that get in
own place to live, my own the way of making friends.
I didn't know anything
bills to pay and hopefully,
my own job—and maybe a about what I wanted to do or
giant dog named Pickles or be.
I was scared of trying new
Honey.
But no matter how hard I things.
I couldn't navigate from
try, I can't picture it.
That girl in the future, my front door to any other
dressing up to go into the building on campus without
office and coming home to getting turned around.
take her awesome dog for a
I had never been away from
home for more than a week.
walk, doesn't seem like me.
I had never understood
She's a grownup.
what it was to miss family so
I am a college student.
However, since at some badly it hurt.
point I have to stop panicking
I had never realized just
and do something useful with how much I liked my Mom's
my time, I usually go through cooking, my Dad's weird
this logic to calm my nerves taste in movies, my dog's
a little.
sneezes, my bed.
I remember that in the
I had never realized just
not-so-distant past, I was a how much I hated NutriGrain
Granola Bars.
freshman.
I didn't like black coffee.
Don't get me started about
I had never had a job.
me as a freshman.

But that's okay.
I had never had confidence.
If I've changed once for the
1 had never been in a play—better, I can do it again.
with lines and everything.
One day we can all look
I had never worn makeup.
I had never actually called back on pictures of us from
college and groan over the
myself a feminist.
I had never shared a room way we dressed, talked and
with someone outside of my acted, and then we can go
back to our jobs and our
family.
I had never made anything families and marvel at how
much we've grown.
in a crock pot.
And for all those freshmen
I wouldn't dare walk up to
coming in next fall, green,
people and interview them.
I wouldn't feel comfortable nervous and probably using
writing
a
story
about the phrases "yolo" and
someone—and publishing it. "swag" way too often—that
Three short years ago, I is to say, once:
Don't worry. You're going
was that girl: closed-off,
to be great.
quiet and timid.
Have a great end of the
The girl I am now is almost
year, everyone.
a different person entirely.
Now, if you'll excuse me, I
Never
could
I
have
conceived just how much I should probably be studying
would change over the course for that final, now.
of three short years.
In the same way, I can't
conceive of how I will change Contact Hannah at
Hjones09@winona.edu
three years from now.
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Healthy Monday promotes student storytelling
Leah Perri
Winonan
From
Facebook
pages
such as the "Winona State
University
Cupid"
and
"WSU Confessions," it is
evident that students are
looking for ways to express
themselves and share their
personal stories with people
willing to listen.
At last week's Healthy
Monday at the Integrated

Wellness Complex, graduate
student Shawnessy Mohawk
presented "The Art of
Storytelling," a program
focusing on the benefits
of sharing one's personal
experiences with others.
Mohawk, who has been
researching this topic as
her
independent
study,
believes there is a significant
connection
between
storytelling and well-being.
"One of the most important

things we can gain from
storytelling is the sense of
connectedness to others
within our community,"
Mohawk said. "At Winona
State, we have students
from a variety of different
backgrounds and experiences
that'we can learn from."
Starting off with a quick
warm-up activity, students
were asked to share their
most vivid memory from that
morning.
After everyone had
taken turns, Mohawk
was quick to point out
that many students had
similar experiences, such
as running late to class
that morning.
Although we are all very
different, we are able to
sympathize and relate to
one another with these
shared
experiences,
Mohawk said.
Students were asked
to think of their most
memorable
college
experience
in
small
groups.
After
conversing
for 20 minutes or so,
students were given the

opportunity to share their
stories with the larger group.
Interestingly enough, a
lot of people told stories of
hardship, versus happier
stories.
"A lot of people would
rather share their negative
stories because they have
had the most impact on
them," Mohawk said. "When
you start sharing a story
that you have an emotional
connection to, you are able
to share that burden with
people."
According to Mohawk,
sharing our stories not only
allows an emotional release,
but it also helps put our lives
into perspective.
By engaging in storytelling,
we are able to learn about
those around us, as well
as learn a bit more about
ourselves, too.
"Tellers
and
listeners
are equal partners in the
storytelling
process,"
Mohawk said.
After engaging in a large
group discussion on the
benefits
of
storytelling,
students had the opportunity
to brainstorm organizing

some sort of Winona State
storytelling event.
Students
decided
the
intimacy of a coffeehouse
atmosphere would be most
ideal for this kind of event.
It was also suggested that the
discussion center around a
particular message or theme.
"A Winona State storytelling
event
[would]
provide
students with a chance to
learn and connect with other
students," Mohawk said.
"It would create a greater
sense of community as a
whole and promote healthy
behavior change."
Although an event is not
formerly being organized
yet, be on the lookout for one
coming to Winona State next
year.
In the meantime, students
are encouraged to check out
national storytelling events
such as the "Moth Series"
and other programs - and
of course, keep the art of
storytelling alive.

Contact Leah at
LP err i 11@winona.edu

Wellness Wednesday: alcohol and the community
Molly O'Connor
Winonan

She
discussed
how
their presence affects the
residents of the surrounding the "plague of drunken
neighborhoods.
college students" during
The general consensus of homecoming week can make
On April 17, Winona State
University's
Integrated the group was that there is business at the tattoo shop
Wellness Center showcased a a bit of a stereotype in the suffer, since the artists are
film series on the ties between community regarding alcohol not allowed to assist anyone
under the influence.
the
Winona
community, and partying.
"But it's not just WSU,"
Sheba also went on to
college students and alcohol.
Health advocates Alicia, one student said. "I think explain that the students'
Alyssa and Janelle gathered every college has a perceived garbage, dried blood and
the group to discuss student notion of what you're vomit have made the area
opinions on the topics supposed to do when you get unappealing.
"To have that there in
to college. And that notion is
presented in the videos.
the morning when families
To introduce the topic of to drink."
The first video showed are out walking around
alcohol in the community,
Janelle asked the group Sheba, an employee of Tatu downtown, it's horrible,"
various questions regarding Royale (now Third Eye Sheba said.
"It's important that there's
the Winona State stereotype Tatu) in downtown Winona,
of college students who giving a testimonial of a group of volunteers to
how the drunken college spruce up the community
drink.
She then asked how the students affect the downtown to show that not everybody
community reacts to these businesses and the area as a drinks and makes a mess,"
advocade Janelle said.
college students and how whole.
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The second video gave
more
testimonials
from
residents in the surrounding
neighborhoods of Winona
State who have had to deal
with theft and vandalism from
drunken students. Examples
of the different acts of theft
and included destruction of
fences, missing lawn chairs
and attempted breaking and
entering into houses.
The group came together
again after the video to
discuss ways in which
students can develop better
relationships
with
their
neighbors
off
campus,
such as getting involved in
community activities or even
just introducing themselves
to their neighbors to make a
good first impression.
The final video of the film

series was an interview of
older community members
who had been residing in the
Winona area for many years.
"Students should realize
neighborhoods
around
WSU
are
not
college
neighborhoods,
but
residential neighborhoods,"
the interviewee said.
Janelle urged the group to
give their relationship with
the community some thought.
"We need to be mindful
and respectful to the older
community members who
seem to be less forgiving
when it comes to students
who have been drinking,"
she said.
Contact Molly at
MOConnorl 0@winona. edu
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ACCOUNTS FROM ACADEMICIANS
(noun) ac a dem mi cian\ a-ke-de- mishen
An Acadmeic; intellectual

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MEAL TO EAT?
BRITTNEY BLUHM
FRESHMAN
OWATQNNA, MINN.

CASIE RAFFERTY
JUNIOR
WINONA, MINN.

PHYLLIS WIRS
SENIOR
CORINTH, TEXAS

"I am always into Italian,
I really like anything with
pasta and I try to eat some
fruit with it."

"I really like sushi.

7 love some lip smackin'
barbecue."

ABDIRIZAK ABDI
SENIOR
ROCHESTER, MINN.

TODD CRE60
JUNIOR
SUDAN, MINN.

MALISSATHONE
SOPHOMORE
EAGAN, MINN.

"My favorite meal is curry
rice."

"Definitely bacon wrapped
steak."

"I probably have to say it's
lemon salmon with veg
etables."

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY MATTHEW SECKORA

Franny Grell brings a bit of home to the Smaug
night shift down in the
Smaug,
doing—well—
everything.
"We do dishes, we take
Franny Grell, wearing
her blonde hair loose to out the garbage, we prepare
the shoulders of her tan food, we serve customers,"
Chartwells polo, stopped to she said.
"It's an all-around gambit."
wipe down the tabletop with
A student worker walked
a napkin before she even sat
up to the table where Grell
down.
Keeping things neat is a was sitting in order to ask
where the burn cream was.
reflex of hers.
Grell immediately told him
Grell has been working for
where to find it and to bring
Chartwells for six years.
"I
enjoy my job it to her, so she could tend to
immensely," she said. "1 the burn herself.
"Boo boos," she said, were
wouldn't want to do anything
included in this "all-around
else."
Many
students
today gambit."
Even before coming to
know her for offering a
friendly smile and calling Chartwells, Grell had been
her customers "Sweetie" or working with food all her
"Hon" as she rings up their life.
She began cooking and
coffee,
sandwiches and
waitressing when she was 14.
salads in the C-Store.
Since then, she has also
Her sweet attitude and
caring customer service has obtained plenty of experience
earned her an unofficial managing a supper club and
position as the "mom" of cooking for her own family
at home.
Kryzsko Commons.
"I raised four kids," she
Currently, she works the
Hannah Jones
Winonan

said, smiling, "so I'm used to
cooking for a small platoon."
As intense as that may
sound, Grell thrives off of
cooking.
"It's one of the best stress
relievers," she said.
Grell's
gambit
also
includes hiring the student
workers, which is one of her
favorite parts of the job.
Shelby Moore, a junior,
was hired to work in the
Smaug in the fall of last year.
"She's basically like my
aunt," Moore said of Grell.
"If you need anything,
she's there for you."
On Moore's first day on the
job, Grell had been the one
keeping her energy high and
making sure she never felt
lost or confused.
"It was intimidating," she
said, "but she made it easier."
Moore glanced behind her,
where Grell had suddenly
appeared in the back kitchen
at Mondo's, simultaneously
taking out the trash and
giving instructions to the

students tending the counter.
"Yup," she said, nodding,
"she's over there, now. Like
I said, energy."
Grell in particular has a
special kind of relationship
with
the
international
workers in the Smaug.
"Every year, when the ESL
workers come in, there are
one or two I get attached to,"
she said.
These students, she said,
sometimes need a mom more
than ever.
"They need someone to
come and talk to ... someone
who cares, and they can go
to," she said. "For some
students, it's 38 hours to get
home on an airplane."
Honey was a previous
international student who
was still having some
difficulties with English.
Grell always called her
"Honey" because she was
sweet-natured, but because
the term of endearment didn't
transfer across languages,
Honey wasn't sure what it

meant.
It wasn't until later that
she actually asked why Grell
called her, of all things,
"Honey."
"I told her, 'well, because
you are a Honey,"' Grell
said. "And now, she calls me
'Honey,' too."
According to Grell, Honey
has kept in touch.
Grell's care for the students
she works with and serves
goes beyond just cute names
and smiles.
"Every semester, when
people graduate, it just
breaks a person's heart," she
said.
As the semester draws to a
close, Grell will be down in
the Smaug brightening days
and filling stomachs, doing
what she has been doing
for her kids, grandkids and
countless others who come
and go.
Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Climate Summit plants a seed to protect the environment
Hannah Jones
Winonan

Fund, (UNICEF)
and
gave
a
presentation on the
amazing progress
that can occur if
only people share
knowledge about a
subject.
She
promoted
a program called

Many would have called the
fully-functioning greenhouse
on display last week in the
gazebo a rudimentary box
made of empty two-liter soda
bottles.
Jorge Segovia, a Spanish
minor at
Winona State
University, calls it a "simpler
way of living."

This December, he and his
classmates in an independent
research study went on a trip
to Ecuador. There, they saw
for themselves how the local
people lived.
"It's really the humblest
living possible," he said.
Segovia took what he
learned in Ecuador back Jorge Segovia's soda-bottle
with him to the United presented their collaborative
States and began to realize project as a part of the
some of the drawbacks of our Climate Summit at Winona
complicated way of life.
State, which included several
"I am a very wasteful exhibits, talks and activities
person," he said.
to get students thinking about
Many day-to-day activities the environment.
that we take for granted in
Consciousness,
Segovia
this country—leaving the said, is half the battle.
lights on, using plastic bags
"It's
important,
when
at the grocery store and you're going about your
taking long showers—are daily lifestyle, just to think
wasteful, unsustainable and about what you're doing," he
harmful to the environment.
said.
Segovia and his classmates
"It's important to educate
wanted to create a visual yourself."
representation of what we
The
greenhouse
was
can create when we take scarcely taller than Segovia
some of that waste out of the himself, and it only had room
equation.
for a small chair, a table, and
Segovia and his classmates a tropical rainforest poster.

the UNICEF Tap
Project,
which
turns
social
n e t w o r k i n g
into
"water
networking."
Using Facebook,
millions of users
nationwide
can
log on and donate
to Unicef's Water
Sanitation
and
greenhouse.
Hannah Jones
Hygiene program,
which
supplies
Still, for a structure made
almost entirely of waste clean drinking water and
sanitation facilities to over
products, it was impressive.
Furthermore, without this 100 countries worldwide.
For only $1, a child can
greenhouse, every single one
have
40 days of clean water.
of those plastic bottles would
Then,
users can spread the
have ended up in a rubbish
word,
asking
two friends to
bin.
Most importantly, however, donate as well.
The further the message
it got people talking.
Segovia said his goal was spreads, the more water goes
to "plant a seed" and instigate to places in need.
And we really can't afford
change.
The keynote speaker for not to spread it.
Every year, Sharp said,
the Climate Summit, Mandy
19,000
children all over the
Sharp, shared the same
world
die of preventable
philosophy about education
causes.
to improve our relationship
"And 10,000 isn't good
with the environment.
enough,"
she said, "and
Sharp works with the
5,000
isn't
good enough—
United Nations Children's

we really think the number
should be zero."
Achieving that zero, Sharp
said, is not only a matter of
fund raising, but also a matter
of education and advocacy.
Even when we enlist the
help of everyone we know,
solving the problems facing
the environment, from waste
reduction to water sanitation,
can seem impossible.

However, even if it's just
with a greenhouse barely big
enough to allow an average
student to stand upright,
Segovia is hoping to inspire
others and instigate a serious
change for the better.
"I'm always optimistic,"
he said. "Optimism made
the Climate Summit and the
greenhouse happen."
Whether it's donating five
dollars online or simply
taking a cloth bag to the
grocery store, everyone can
do something small to help
protect the environment.
The task is heavy, the end
result far away, but, Segovia
said, not impossible.
"There can be change," he
said, "and it will happen."
Until then, we do as
Segovia and his team have
done, and plant a seed.

Contact Hannah at
HJones09(d).winona. edu

'The Lily
Croods'
brings
humor and heart to a prehistoric fantasyland
impending end of the world, everyone has the ability to everyone can enjoy the and yet the movie somehow
Kane
Winonan
"The
Croods"
is
a
DreamWorks
Animation
film about the last family
of cavemen, who have lived
their lives in fear.
They live by a strict set
of rules and very rarely
venture out of their cave.
The daughter, Eep, wants
something more, and after
a typical teenager nighttime
sneak-out, she meets Guy,
who warns her about the
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The end comes very have ideas.
It's far
deeper
than
quickly, destroying their
cave and causing them to watchers might expect.
The animation is brilliant,
set off on a life changing
and the variety of characters
adventure.
While the movie is very and animals in this movie
childish, as it is a PG film, is fantastical and hilarious.
anyone can enjoy the There are mountain cats that
message behind it.
The are terrifying yet act like
movie's purpose is to portray kittens, whales that wander
to all watchers that not only around on dry ground,
should you never be afraid, and 25-foot plants that eat
but also that you should view everything but flowers.
It's very reminiscent of
the world around you with
And
an open mind and know that a Dr. Seuss book.

beauty and creativity in the
setting and animation.
No matter how old you are
you will also enjoy the humor.
The jokes, while simple, are
definitely relatable.
Such as:
Grug (the father): Three
days is not forever!
Eep: It is with this family.
Throughout the movie,
the characters keep up this
comedic relief and maintain
perfect timing - never
allowing it to get too deep -

still is able to bring you to
tears.
This movie is excellently
done, and most anyone
would enjoy it.
It's both funny and deep,
and has a beautiful message
everyone should learn.
"The Croods" is definitely
one to see.

Contact Lily at
LMKane09@winona. edu
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Mid West Music Fest brings music and community to Winona

Caroline Smith and the Good Night Sleeps perform at Ed's No Name Bar as part of Ed's Block Party.
Sarah Christiaansen

Winonan
Milwaukee may have
Summerfest, Chicago may
have Lollapalooza and Indio
may have Coachella, but
Winona, Min^., burrowed
between bluffs and the
Mississippi
River,
has
something just as wonderful:
Mid West Music Fest.
Spanning
three
days,
this festival is filled with
banjoes, cabasas, voices
with all different vibratos
and constant dancing.
But, if I could describe
Mid West Music Fest in
one word, it would be
"community."
Each show I attended had
an overwhelming sense of
belonging.
The
crowds
were
welcoming, pulling me in to
join instead of pulling my
hair, like the crowds in my
former pop-punk moshing
phase would do.
The community feeling
found among the Mid West
Music Fest attendees was
infectious.

With each show I went to,
I craved more.
Every band member I met
was pleasant and inspiring,
and
each
venue
was
accommodating.
My only regret is that I
didn't start going sooner.
My
bright
yellow
wristband worn proudly
around my arm, I went
to shows each day of the
festival.
On Thursday, the first band
I saw1 perform was a local,
Americana-folk-bluegrass
band called Jaybone Bell &
Restless Light.
This was a perfect start to
my festival experience.
The energy of the band was
contagious as each member
wielded his instrument with
skill.
The crowd loved the show,
but better yet, the band loved
the crowd and loved its
response to the music.
Band member Kelly Blau
could testify to the fact.
"The experience is unlike
anything else," she said. "A
Winona audience is by the
far the most generous crowd
I have ever played for, and

I'm positive most of the other
bands would agree with me."
Next was folk musician
Charlie Parr.
I fell in love with his banjo
playing and his humility.
With each chord he played
and each note he sang, I
became proud.
It's weird to be proud of
someone you have never
met, but his music had that
affect on me.
By the end of the evening
I was already ready for
Saturday's events to begin.
The pinnacle of my Mid
West Music Fest experience
was seeing Caroline Smith
& The Goodnight Sleeps on
Friday.
In my time in Winona, this
band has performed at least
five times, and I had never
been able to attend.
I'm so happy my justmissed-one-of-my-favoritebands streak was ended.
A cute, curly-haired blond
woman who plays folkindie-pop music, Caroline
Smith was confident and fun.
Her show made me want
to sing, dance and just be
free.

Sarah Christiaansen/Winonan

All of which I did.
On Saturday, I saw another
band with a female lead, The
Sudden Lovelys. After about
two songs, I found myself
suddenly in love.
Paige and Danny Ferraro
are a married couple who
perform "aggressive folk"
music.
Their
voices
melted
together perfectly, as did
their instruments.
Danny mostly played
guitar and a drum that
looked like a suitcase, while
Paige played a cymbal, snare
drum and, my favorite, a red
tambourine.
My night and festival
experience
ended
on
Saturday with The Big Wu.
Their Facebook page lists
their genre as, "Rock/ Blues/
Soul/ Country/ Bluegrass/
Funk
and FUN!!!!"
I agree with all of these
categories.
Chelsea Knox, a senior
at Winona State University,
also agreed.
"I liked that there wasn't
a set ending to each song,"
Knox said."They played
until they felt it was a good

time to finish."
Knox said the show felt
more like a practice than a
concert because the band was
"just doing their thing and
having fun. And that made
everyone else have fun."
The crowd at the show
was welcoming and lively.
I danced with people
I didn't know and got
serenaded by friends and
new acquaintances alike.
That sense of community
was the strongest I had felt
it.
Overall, the Mid West
Music Fest was, in one word,
perfect.
It was three days of pure
bliss.
"I've said it once and
I will say it again," Blau
said. "Mid West Music Fest
is greater than my birthday,
Christmas and hot showers
combined. Can't wait for
next year!"

Contact Sarah at
SChristiaanse07@winona.
edu
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Athlete of the Issue
How long have you been playing your sport? I've been
playing since I was eight years old.
How did you get into your sport? My parents signed me
up for a program and I wanted to stick with it. I did a bunch
of sports growing up. I did gymnastics, figure skating, t-ball,
soccer, swimming, but nothing really stuck. Tennis finally did.
Interview By: Alyssa Griffith/Winonan
Why did you choose to continue playing sports outside of
Photo courtesy of Athletic Department
high school? Love of the game. It's been a huge part of me for
my entire life and it's the only sport I played throughout high school, and I'll continue to play after college
too.

Most challenging part of the game? If I'm getting frustrated, to not bring others down with me, and not
showing it to my opponents. It's important to stay composed on the outside so they don't think they're
getting the one-up on me. And even if I'm down, not making sure that I'm cheering my teammates on so
they don't notice. I wouldn't want my poor attitude to effect them.
What is your favorite aspect of the game? Being part of a team—all of the girls on the team are very close
and supportive of each other on the court and in the classroom. We all have each other's backs all the time.
We're not just teammates—we're friends. Even when we don't win, we just learn from it. We can only get
better by playing tough competition and continue to build each other up.
Most memorable game? This past season, I played a girl from Carlton, who I had played all the time in juniors and would beat me all the time. I had
won the first set against her, but in the second set, I was down 0-5.1 came back from 0-5 and ended up beating her.
What do you do outside of school and sports? I like music. I listen to a lot of music and have been playing the piano since I was five. I really like to
color and do nerdy stuff like that. I also like eating—not necessarily cooking and baking—I just really love eating.
Why did you choose Winona State University? I was originally at the University of North Dakota for my freshman and sophomore year and started
my junior year there. I wanted to be closer to home and family and I was looking at Mankato, La Crosse and Winona. I did a campus visit of all of
them and my mom actually went to Winona State. I like the size of Winona and everyone while I was walking around was saying hi and friendly. I saw
the tennis facility and thought it was nice and just loved all of it. I knew Winona was known for a strong education program as well.
What are your plans post-graduation? I'd love to stay in southeast Minnesota and teach. Ideally I'd want to be back teaching math at the high
school I went to in Rochester. It's kind of weird being at the other end. If I can't get a job in Rochester, I'd like to go to the cities (my grandparents
are from there), working with inner city kids and schools that struggle. I'm very passionate about why certain students struggle and how to get them
excited and more eager to learn.
Do you have a favorite professional athlete and/or sports team? If so, who and why? I'm a big Packers fan. My favorite player used to be Brett
Farve. Clay Matthews is pretty awesome, and so is Aaron Rodgers.
If you could meet anyone (past/present) who would it be? Why? Andre Aggassi. He's retired now, but I used to do projects in middle school on
him. Whenever I saw him play he was always very sportsman like and a great athlete.
Who is your role model? Why? My grandpa. He was very athletic and went to Michigan Tech with a degree in Engineering. He's very humble and
I've never seen him get mad. He used to work on building parts for spy planes for the government.
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Offense and pitching highlight softball's five game streak
Sam Thiel
Winonan
Ashley Walker posted her
second shutout victory in
a row as the Winona State
University softball team earned
a doubleheader split against
Minnesota State on Tuesday,
A p r i l
in
16,
Winona.
T h e
Warriors
fell in the
opener
7 - 3
before
coming
Ashley Walker
back to
take a 3-0 win in the second
game.
Walker gave up live hits in
the nightcap while striking out
one. None of the Mavericks
drew a walk against Walker,
while she improved her record
to 12-0 on the season.
Winona State got out to an
early lead in the second game,
plating a run in the first inning
as Jenny Nelson walked with
the bases-loaded to bring home
Reed Karsten.
Neither team scored until
the fifth when Walker scored
Shannon Nelson on a RBI
single. The Warriors added
another run in the sixth with
Brooke Piotrowski knocking
a single to drive in Jessica
Kullmann to help preserve the
3-0 victory for Winona State.

The Warriors also jumped out
to a quick lead in the opener,
with Piotrowski starting things
off with a single and later
scored on a double by Walker.
The Mavericks would fight
back, scoring four runs in the
bottom of the frame, including
a two-run blast by Anna Cole.
Winona State came knocking
at the Maverick's door in the
second, plating two runs as
Jordan Petersen recorded an
RBI single and Walker was hit
with the bases-loaded to cut
the deficit to one, 4-3. But that
would ultimately be as close as
they got, with the Mavericks
recording runs in the second,
fifth and sixth innings to seal
the deal and post the 7-3
victory.
Walker finished the day with
three RBI while Piotrowski
recorded a team-high three hits.
Winona
State
used
a
detonating offense and powerful
pitching from Britt Stewart and
Walker en route to a sweep of
Southwest Minnesota State
Saturday, April 20, in Winona.
The Warriors totaled 23 runs
in the doubleheader matchup,
posting 15-3 and 8-0 wins in
games that only lasted five
innings.
After getting out of a jam in the
top half of the first inning in the
opener, Winona State answered
with seven runs in their part of
the frame to start the offensive
onslaught. Stewart, Kullmann
and Piotrowski
[each recorded
o-RBI base
its
in
the
[outburst to fuel
he Warriors.

Winona State plated four more
runs in the second to increase
its advantage to 11-0 with tworun singles by Kullmann and
Petersen. Stewart and Nelson
e a c h
had RBI
hits
in
the third
inning to
move the
Warrior
lead
to
1 3 - 0
w h i l e
Jessica Kullmann
Natalie
Kalmes recorded the first home
run of her career in the fourth, a
two-run blast.
Seven different Winona State
players posted a pair of hits in
the first game, with Kullmann
netting a team-high four RBI.
Stewart improved her record
to 9-6 on the season after only
giving up three runs and six hits
on her way to a complete game.
The second game was much
like the first on the offensive
end for the Warriors, plating
five in the first en route to an
8-0 victory. Walker started
things off in the opening inning
with a two-run shot to left
while Kaitlin Hardie chipped
in a two RBI single and Nelson
recorded a RBI base hit of her
own later in the inning.
Stewart,
Kullmann
and
Hardie each added RBI hits in
the bottom half of the second
to push the Warrior lead to
8-0. Stewart went 3-for-3 in
the nightcap while Walker and
Hardie each recorded a pair of
hits. Hardie posted three RBI
in the game while Walker went
2-for-2 with a couple of RBI's.
Walker was phenomenal

yet again on the hill for the
Warriors, giving up just two
hits in a complete game shutout.
Walker (13-0) struck out four
on her way to blanking her fifth
opponent in her past six games.
The sophomore has now only
given up two runs in her last 37
innings on the mound.
Walker blasted home runs in
both games and netted the win
on the hill in the second game,
as the Winona State completed
its big homestand with a sweep
of Sioux Falls Sunday, April
21, in Winona. The Warriors
claimed a 5-1 victory in game
one and posted a 9-1 victory in
the nightcap.
Walker went 3-of-7 in the
doubleheader with her homersincluding a grand slam in the
second game, and seven RBI's
total. She also tossed a complete
game in game two, giving up
just one run and five hits in six
innings on the mound.
The Warriors got two runs in
the first inning of the opener,
with the two runs coming on
Walker's first home run of the
day. Sioux Falls got a run in the
third inning to break into the
Warrior lead but Winona State
answered back with a trio of
runs in their part of the inning,
with Walker plating her third
RBI of the game and Morgan
Lintz ripping a two-run single
to push the advantage to 5-1.
Stewart tossed an impressive
performance on the mound,
only giving up four hits and a
run while striking out five. The
senior improved to 10-6 on the
season.
It was close early in the
nightcap; tied 1-1 when Winona
State burst out with four runs in

the bottom half of the fourth.
The Warriors had recorded
a run in the third thanks to a
RBI single by Stewart, but the
Cougars were able to knot the
game up just one inning later.
A pair of singles and a walk
loaded up the bases for Winona
State in the fourth, which
were then cleared by Walker's
second round-tripper of the
day, this time a grand slam over
the left field wall. This is the
second time this season that
Walker has hit a grand slam.
Winona State chipped in
three more insurance runs in the
fifth on a Piotrowski single and
a two-run base hit by Karsten
before finishing the game with
a run thanks to a Cougar error
in the sixth.
Stewart finished the nightcap
3-for~4
while
Piotrowski,
Karsten and Walker each added
two hits.
The lone run that Wralker
allowed in the game was
unearned while the sophomore
only gave up five hits. She is
now 14-0 on the season and
15-0 in her pitching career.
With the sweep the Warriors
are now 29-7 overall on the
season and 14-2 in NSIC
play. Winona State is now the
lone team atop the conference
standings with just six games
left in the regular season.
The Warriors will hit the
diamond Wednesday, April
24, when they travel to Wayne
State.

Contact Sam at

SThiel 11@winona.edu.
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Track wins two events at Central College open and five at Phil Esten
for NCAA Championships
provisional times was Sarah
Finley clocking in a time of
The Winona State University 12 minutes, 04 seconds in the
track and field team competed 100-meter race.
Hannah
Muller
also
in the Central College open
in Pella, Iowa on Saturday, added herself to the NCAA
April 20, and at the Phil Esten championship provisional talks
Challenge in La Crosse, Wis. with a qualifying mark in the
long jump after her leap of
on the following day.
18-11 1/4
Over the course of the two
which not
meets the Warriors secured
only met
victories in six events and
qualifying
five Warriors scored NCAA
marks, but
provisional qualifying marks
also gave
en route to a second place finish
Muller
as a team.
the win in
The Warriors last competition
the event.
in snowy weather resulted in
Finley
eight wins in the Warrior Open
and Multi on April 13-14. S a r a h F i n l e y
j o i n s
Prior to this meet the Warriors three other Warriors who have
had won a total of 63 events achieved qualification marks,
this season with 22 different a group that already includes
Warriors winning these events. Muller who alongside Alissa
Leading the way for the Rausch in the shot put and
Warriors with both a win in Shanai Guider in the discus.
The Warrior runners also
her event and a score which
satisfies
the
qualification claimed victories in three other
Dillon Hogan
Winonan

events during the day. Anna
Blaske was the victor in the
100-meter
hurdle
r a c e ,
finishing
a
with
time
of
14.51.
Ke1sey
Bethke
won her
AnnaBlaske

e v e n t

well," Kelsey Bethke said. "We
are a little frustrated with the
weather and hope that that soon
improves for us. I think we
are all seeking to improve in
our events through each meet.
I can't speak for all the other
events, but I know that for our
4X4 relay we really want to
improve our time a lot, and so
hopefully that time will come
soon."
Down
in
Pella
Iowa the
throwers
from the
Warriors
team had
an equal
amount of
success.

finishing the 400-meter race
with a time of 57.31. Rounding
out the wins for the Warriors
was Jordan Skelly who
finished first in the 5000-meter
race clocking in at a time of
18:13.02.
The Warriors who competed
in the Phil Esten Challenge
finished second overall as a Alissa Rausch
Alissa
team finishing the day with 93 Rausch won the shot put event
points, behind only the hosting with a throw of 14.36 meters
team Wisconsin-La Crosse who which also earned her an NCAA
won the meet after scoring 110 Championship
provisional
points.
mark.
"The outdoor season is going
Shanai Guider gave the

Warriors their second even:
win in the discus with a throw
of 49.23 meters also earning
her a provisional mark. Rausclr
earned her second provisiona
mark of the day in the discus as
well, after throwing for 48.82
meters.
The Warriors had a trie
who were just shy of reaching
NCAA provisional marks ir
the hammer throw after Megar
Elliott finished third, Guidei
coming in fourth, and Kass
Kamps placing fifth.
The Warriors will next be
in action this upcoming weels
with a very busy schedule. The
team will be participating in the
Drake Relays in Des Moines
Iowa, the Kip Janverin Open ir
Indianola, Iowa, the Cardina
Open in Winona, and the NSIC
Multi-Event Championships ir
Aberdeen, S.D.
Contact Dillon at
DHogan 11@winona.edu

Warrior tennis finishes season 17-5 overall after championships
Kylie Bridenhagen
Winonan

finished the sweep by defeating
the pair of Ashley Akers and
Ashley Tuschling 8-2.
To ensure the win and to
The Winona State University
women's tennis team spring move onto the semifinal round,
season came to an end this the Warriors had to win two
past weekend in Minnetonka, singles matches.
Laura
Minnesota after completing
Roesslein
matches against The University
of Mary, Saint Cloud State and
w a s
the top-ranked Northern Sun
placed
Intercollegiate
Conference
against
Akers,
team, Augustana in NSIC
and won
Championship play.
6-0, 6-0.
The Warriors swept their first
Potter
opponent of the championships,
played
the University of Mary 5-0 in
as
the
doubles and singles action. Laura Roesslein
All three of the doubles teams second singles Warrior of
dominated their matches to this matchup. She defeated
O'Connell 6-0, 6-1, helping
push ahead of the Marauders.
Erin Kappers and her doubles to advance the team on to the
teammate, Hannah Potter, semifinal round and adding
started off strong defeating another win to their then 16-4
Sarah Janes and Hallie Welk, record.
For their first
matchup
8-3. Brianna Havelka and
Jessica Urban won their match Saturday, April 20, the Warriors
8-2 over Kate O'Connell faced St. Cloud State—an
and Stefanie Gerriets. Laura opponent they previously
Lindstrand and Brittney Freund played against earlier this

18'Sports

month, where they won 8-1.
The three doubles teams
started the day off victoriously,
winning all of their matches.
Kappers and Potter's team won
8-2 over Cassandra Brown and
Katie Kotschevar. Havelka and
Urban added to the winning
tally, defeating the pair of
Maribelle Siegfried and Gabbie
Pung 9-8 (8-6). Lindstrand
and Freund played for the last
win, beating Tori Marlton and
Jordee Matson 8-4.
Like the previous day, it came
down to two singles matches
to secure the win. Lindstrand
went on to win agaist Hanna
Kanton 6-1, 6-3. Kappers then
won her match against Brown
6-3, 6-1. The Warriors earned
their second straight sweep,
winning 5-0, bringing their
overall record to 17-4. With
this win, the Warriors moved
on to the championship round,
where they would face off
against Augustana.
Previously in the season,
Winona State University played

against Augustana, where they
received their first loss in NSIC
season play.
When doubles play finished
early on, the Warriors came
out winning two of their three
doubles matches.
Kappers and Potter beat Katie
Jesperson
a n d
Michelle
Wa d a s
8-4. Leah
Dahl and
Lindstand
added to
the first
win
by
Hannah Potter
defeating
Heather Sullivan and Jena
Helleberg 8-5. The only
doubles loss came when Jessa
Richards and Hannah Gebauer
of Augustana, defeated the
team of Havelka and Urban

5-4, unfinished. Augustam
won the five
remaining
matches. Jesperson defeatec
Kappers 6-2, 6-3. Richards
won against Urban, goin£
6-2, 6-1. Gebauer beat Dah
6-1, 6-0. Helleberg won hei
match against Freund 6-0, 6-2
Havelka lost to Sullivan 6-1
2-6, 1-1, unfinished.
Augustana won their thirc
straight NSIC title and wil
move on the NCAA Centra
Region Tournament, where
they are seeded fourth as £
team.
After falling 2-5 to the
Vikings, the Warriors overal
record came to 17-5 on the
season. This matchup was
their final play during the
spring season and the Warriors
became runners-up in the NSIC
conference.

8-6.

As for singles action, Potter
was the sole victor of the
day for her team. She played
against Wadas, winning 4-6,

Contact Kylie at
KBridenhagenll @winona.edu
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Warrior baseball resumes against Mary after weather interferes
Erin Cochran
Winonan
The Winona State baseball
team returned to the field
after an almost two week
delay due to weather, splitting
a doubleheader against the
University of Mary on Saturday,
April 20, and defeated the
Mary on Sunday, April 21, in
Winona.
In game one on Saturday,
the Warriors got on the board
in the fourth inning as Lucas
Crimmins
hit
a
single
and Ryan
Ledvina
followed
a
with
RBI.
In the
s i x t h ,
Lucas Crimmins
the team
brought their lead up to 4-0 as

Ben Sebesta scored off an error
and Lucas Warren drove home
Crimmins on a single.
Sebesta and Crimmins each
had two hits in the opener,
contributing the nine total that
the Warriors collected in game
one.
Mike Wasilik pitched the first
six innings, only allowing two
hits and one run. He also was
able to strike out six before
Derek Wojcik took over to
close the game, solidifying the
4-1 victory.
In game two, the Warriors
opened with a 2-0 lead as
Cody Strang hit a homerun
off the press box to right field
and Crimmins plated another
runner after a sacrifice fly.
In the bottom of the seventh,
the Marauders scored four of
their own, overthrowing the
Winona State lead.
Chase Blazier stayed on the
mound for six innings and

was able to strike out five and
only allowed four runs. Will
Lundquist came in for relief and
ended the innings scoreless.
Due to snowfall in the
morning on Sunday, the
Warriors only were able to play
one game of their scheduled
doubleheader
against
the
University of Mary.
The Marauders attributed the
first points on the board as they
scored twice in the bottom of
the first inning. The Warriors
responded quickly, however,
scoring three in the top of the
second inning.
Strang scored off of a base
hit by Sebesta, who also went
on to score after a RBI single
by Jordan Plamann. Wasilik's
sacrifice fly later on in the
frame brought the Warriors up
by one, 3-2.
In the third, the game was
tied at three but Winona State
added two in the fourth and
fifth to take
the lead and
held it for
the rest of
the game.
S e t h
McMullen
led off the
fifth with a
solo home
run
and
Plamann

added the second later on in the
frame with a RBI single. On a
sacrifice fly in the seventh, the
Warriors were up by 8-5 and
in the bottom of the ninth they
scored three bringing the final
score to 11-6.
Warren and Plamann each
recorded two hits during the
game, while Strang and Sebesta
each had three.
Brandon Verthein stayed
on the mound for five innings
and only gave up one run and
two hits. Jay Voter pitched
two innings and struck out
two while Scott Freisburger
closed the game with two nohit innings.
Weather has been a major
factor in this season for the
Warriors, as it has been for
all teams in the Midwest.
So far, 12 games have been
cancelled which has proved to
be challenging for the usually
unstoppable Warriors.
"There's a certain number of
conference games a team needs
in order to go to playoffs and
that next level after the regular
season," head coach Kyle
Poock said. "If those games
continued to get cancelled
for the rest of the season then
we're just out of luck because
they don't get rescheduled."
"The
cancellations
and
weather all are definitely

tough on us, especially our
seniors because they are losing
games in their final season,"
said Wasilik. "We just have to
stay positive. I think it is even
pushing us to work harder
because
canceling
games
means we have to win more
games to make the conference
tournament."
"There is not a lot we can
do to control the weather,"
said Jonathan Nelson. "All
we can do is keep practicing
like we always do. We have to
stay focused on what we can
control and that is our effort
and attitude. If we can do that
once we start playing games we
should be in good shape."
The Warriors are now 13-12
on the season and 7-4 in NSIC
play. The team will return to
action on April 24 when they
host Northern State with first
pitch scheduled for 1:30 p.m.
"With the games we have left,
we should be able to make a
solid run before the conference
tournament, and potentially
make a run at the regional
tournament," said Kyle Sill.
To keep up to date with
the rest of the Winona State
baseball schedule, go to www.
winonastatewarriors.com.
Contact Erin at

ECochran08@winona.edu.

Large 5 bedroom 1 block to WSU. Washer/
dryer, air conditioning. $370 each. Includes
heat, water, trash. Internet available at a
3 bedroom 8 blocks to WSU. Central air All
utilities included. $370 each. Available 6-1-13.
in

available at reduced rate. Available 8-1-13.
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Women's track and field finish
2nd of 12 at Phil Esten Challenge

Sophomore Megan Zeiher clears the high jump bar during Sunday's meet in La Cross©,
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